TEN WAYS
HOW

WRITING FROM
THE BODY
CAN SUPPORT WRITERS

by Eva Weaver
author & coach

Welcome,
This little book is an introduction to how
the methodology of Writing from the Body
can support writers on their writing journey.
You've been writing from your mind,
now write from your body!

This is my invitation to you, wherever you find
yourself with your writing.
What is Writing from the Body?
Writing from the Body offers a treasure trove of tools
to show you ways to still your mind, address
procrastination and creative blocks, spark the
beginning of a project and support you through to
completion.
Through Writing from the Body you learn how to bring
consciousness to the body and work with its
wisdom.
Whether you are a seasoned writer, interested in
embodiment or someone who always wanted to
start to write - if you have a desire to write and an
interest in embodiment, Writing from the Body is for
you!
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Writing from the Body offers you exciting entryways to
embodied writing, such as through deep inner listening,
breathwork, exercises in nervous system regulation,
movement, and many others tools. You will excavate
the stories held and hidden in your body, learn to listen
to the voice and wisdom of your body and write
authentically.
When we foster ways to connect with the body compassionately and in consistent, sustainable &
doable steps - and listen to what it has to tell us, we can
tap into the huge reservoir of resources, stories, ideas,
wisdom strength & resilience that the body truly is.
I offer this potent 12-week Writing from the Body
adventure twice a year as a group online programme.
I also coach one-to-one online & in person in Brighton
UK and I facilitate Writing from the Body workshops
internationally.
You can find information on all upcoming programmes on my website:
www.evaweaver.com
You can book a free discovery call through the website or email me:
evieweaver@gmail.com
I would love to welcome you to Writing from the Body!
With warm wishes

Eva Weaver
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1.GROUNDING
In Writing from the Body, we begin
each session with a simple exercise in

All of this helps us to arrive in the
present moment and is a powerful
antidote to the voice of

‘grounding’.
By connecting with our feet, skeletal

procrastination, of not feeling good

system, gravity, back and breathe

enough or imposter syndrome that

consciously, we become calm and

has us ask ‘who am I to write?’

connected

with

the

environment

around us and within.
We might feel our feet on the ground,
our

sit-bones,

notice

how

gravity

We all have a right to write, like we
have a right to breathe and walk this
earth.

holds us, lean back and into what

In Writing from the Body, we begin

supports us, feel the length and agility

by noticing what is present, and

of

being curious about our bodies, and

our

spine

and

physical existence.

drop

into

our

from that place, about our writing.
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2.REGULATING THE
NERVOUS SYSTEM
One aspect of Writing from the Body

Understanding how we react to

is to become aware and educated

stress- flight, fight, freeze or

about our nervous system. We learn
about our habitual patterns, how we
meet the varied challenges of the
writing life, such as anxiety about

appease/fawn responses, and the
ability to self-regulate, creates
resilience and an invaluable

creating new material, completing or

foundation for a regular creative

showing

writing practice.

work,

procrastination

or

anything else that can lead to writer’s

From here we are able to write no

block. We learn tools that help us deal

matter what else is going on in life-

with

anxiety:

to

soothe

and

self-

regulate our nervous system.
Such regulation happens with and
through the body, such as through
grounding exercises, slow breathing

something that creativity coach Eric
Maisel calls ‘creating in the middle
of things
.

or a technique such as heart-math
breathing.
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3.CULTIVATE A REGULAR
WRITING PRACTICE
Combining a physical practice such as

As with any form of physical exercise,

yoga,

a little goes a long way. In Writing

stretching

or

dancing

with

writing, can be very useful in setting
up a daily writing practice.

from the body, we break writing
down into small, doable steps and

Many people who would like to write

create in short, concentrated bursts,

but feel blocked in some ways, still

and so bypass procrastination or

manage to have a regular movement

overwhelm.

or embodiment practice such as yoga.
Moving straight from one to the other,
say

from

engaging

yoga
with

to

writing,

critical

.

avoids

voices

and

helps not only to write more freely,
but

tap

into

deeper

and

more

embodied writing.
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4.GETTING INTO FLOW
By moving our bodies in different
ways- gently or with large, expansive
movements,

dancing,

shaking,

Of course there are many reasons why
we might be resistant to feeling more
embodied or connect deeper with the

stretching etc- we can move blocks

body. For many it has not felt safe to

and

live in a body or the body has been a

obstacles,

shake

out

difficult

emotions, shift stagnant energy and

source of pain or trauma.

create space for inspiration and flow.

Writing from the body can support the
process of befriending the body and

Moving, we begin to feel and connect
with the totality of our bodies so that
they are not just vehicles to get
around with, or vessels for our minds,
but a place we can befriend, cherish,

cultivating self-compassion by taking
small, doable steps.
What’s amazing to see is how doing a
little regularly, such as movement,

be at home in and write from.

conscious breathing, grounding

Writing from an embodied place has

exercises etc. and writing from this

usually a different quality: a deeper,

place, can go a long way.

richer, more sensual and visceral one.
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5.FROM BREATHWORK TO
THE PAGE
There is no life without breath... the

We can breathe fresh life into

more we breathe, the more life force

routines and enliven writing what has

and energy we take in.

become shallow, cliched or stale.

‘When you breathe in mindfully you

The word ‘inspiration’ comes from

bring your mind home to your body’,
said the great Buddhist teacher Thich
Nhat

Hanh

said.

And

the

more

embodied we are, the more authentic
and rich our writing will become.

breath- literally to inhale, to take in
breath/spirit.
I have experienced in myself and with
many clients how breathwork can be
a phenomenal source of inspiration:

By consciously breathing and through

plot-twists, solutions to structure &

processes

characters and new ideas for projects

such

as

‘conscious

connected breathing’, we can clear

might come to us.

and dissolve obstacles, including past
trauma, and bring spaciousness and
clarity into our lives and to our writing.

We can also use breath to calm
anxiety and feel grounded and
centred.
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6. DEEP LISTENING
Through deep listening and tapping

This is when tapping into the body can

into the body, we find stories and

be an invaluable source of new, fresh,

material for deep writing.

original material.

Our

bodies

hold

stories

and

By listening this way, we can excavate

memories- everything we have ever

the many stories the body holds and

experienced, thought or felt lives in

find rich, often surprising new material

our blood, our bones, muscles, cells,

to write from and about.

our very DNA. ‘The body holds the

Stories from the body might connect

score’, is witness to our experiences.

us with our childhood, important life
events or our ancestry and their

In Writing from the Body we cultivate

experiences. By carefully bringing into

deep listening: we listen to what is

consciousness and attending to trauma

moving in our bodies, to emotions

experienced in the body, including

and to the stories that our body holds

physical and emotional scars, we can

and is willing to share.

foster and reclaim our wholeness.

Sometimes our writing becomes too
cerebral,

abstract

and

devoid

of

substance. It might feel stale and we
might be bored with what we are
writing.
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7. ENGAGING ALL SENSES
Sometimes even prolific writers with
a

solid

regular

disheartened

or

practice

bored

with

get
their

By consciously engaging our five
senses- smell, touch, sight, hearing
and taste- we become awake and

writing. Writing from the body can

enlivened, and so does our writing!

offer a fresh approach to generate

Waking our senses, also wakes up

new material, deepen existing writing

something in our writing: sensory

and find new perspectives during the

detail creates specificity beyond

editing process. As we listen to and

cliches and richer texture. As we

write from the body, we expand our

tune into each sense separately, we

vocabulary.

find surprises that enriches our
writing.
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8. RE-WILDING OUR WRITING
By connecting or re-connecting with

access, we might find pleasure

the aliveness of our bodies, we can

through exploring our five senses or

enliven our writing, find more depth,

we can nourish our wild soul, our

break

through

boredom

and

stagnation
move

and

beyond

superficiality.

untamed nature, through immersing
ourselves in nature.
Writing from such a source often

One of the areas where we can
experience such aliveness is pleasure,
eros, sensuality and sexuality.

surprises us- it brings flow,
authenticity, depth and expansion- as
if when we dive deep into the body

Remembering our birthright to our

and into our wild nature, our writing

sexuality and eroticism, we can make

can gain a different perspective: it too

steps to claim or re-claim this power

gets expanded and wild.

and potency and let it also infuse our

Sometimes our writing becomes stale

writing.

and predictable and we, in turn, might

We track, generate and expand the

feel stale and ache for adventure and

pleasure in our bodies and bring this

to give space to the wild parts in us.

to our writing. And even if writing
from our erotic body feels difficult to
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9. CONFIDENCE
Writing from the Body
is

inherently

embracing

empowering
the

as

richness

by
and

uniqueness of our bodies and our
corporeality, we also learn to value
and treasure our unique creations.

approach

the

world

of

explore the outer and inner landscape
of our bodies, we foster a sense of
personal power, confidence and
sovereignty and gain perspective over
the unique beauty and power of our

This gives us the ground from which
to

As we listen to our bodies and

the

marketplace in an empowered way.

writing- no matter what critics or ‘the
market place’ say, we have grown in
respect and confidence of our writing.
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10. IN COMMUNITY
WE THRIVE
Supportive communities nourish and
support us as writers.

Community creates camaraderie and
accountability, which in turn supports

Many writers suffer from a sense of

us when we work on our own.

isolation.
And contrary to the myth of the lonely

In this powerful cauldron we learn

writer, in writing from the body, we

from one another and experience that

experience that powerful, deep and

we are not alone but part of a rich

original

fabric of fellow writers, all on their

writing

community.

can

happen

in

journey as embodied beings.
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JOIN THE
WRITING FROM
THE BODY
COMMUNITY!
“Write your self. Your body must be heard."
HELEN CIXOUS
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WRITING FROM THE BODY
To summarise how Writing from the Body can support you in your writing:
bringing consciousness to the body and using tools to drop into the present
moment, creates a powerful antidote to mental blocks and resistance.
learning about the nervous system and patterns of our individual responses,
we find effective ways to self-regulate and deal with anxieties that can arise
on the writer’s path.
working with small, doable exercises and writing tasks, helps you build a
sustainable writing practice, whether you are a beginning or a seasoned
writer.
creating spaciousness by releasing stagnant energy and emotions through
the body with effective tools such as breathwork
we cultivate permission, kindness, self-compassion, gentleness as well as
commitment and discipline. We grow in confidence and sovereignty in our
lives and our writing.
through listening deeply to the stories our bodies want to share, we find our
truest, most authentic voice and we let our writing be informed through this.
We support one another and foster a willingness to tell our stories.
our writing becomes expanded, original, authentic and wild as we discover
new inspiration that is rooted in sensory detail and breath and the stories our
body is sharing with us.
Being with a group of fellow writers and creators, we counter isolation, fears
of ridicule, criticism and ‘not being good enough’ : we foster camaraderie and
solidarity and thrive in our writing and life.
If you want to enhance your writing and join us on an amazing embodied writing
journey, check out our new dates for the 12-week WRITING FROM THE BODY
adventure: www.evaweaver.com
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WRITING FROM THE BODY

Space for your Reflections
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Some Resources
Writing from the Body
‘ 'The Body Keeps the Score: Mind, Brain and Body in the
Transformation of Trauma ’
by Bessel van der Kolk, 2015

‘’Around the Writer’s Block- using Brain Science to solve Writer’s
resistance’
by Rosanne Bane, 2012

‘The Body is not an Apology- The Power of Radical Self-Love’
by Sonya Renee Taylor

‘Ten Zen Seconds- twelve incantations for purpose, power
and calm'
by Eric Maisel, PhD, 2007

‘The Journey from the Center to the Page: Yoga Philosophies
& Practices as Muse for Authentic Writing’
by Jeff Davis, 2008

‘'Writing from the Body- for writers, artists , and dreamers
who long to free their voice
by John Lee, 1994

‘'49 Ways to Write Yourself Well: The Science and Wisdom
of Writing and Journaling (49 Ways to Well-being)'
by Jackee Holder (has a chapter on embodied writing)
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"Thank you so much for writing from the
body and for guiding us with the intelligence
of the body. What came up for me blew my
mind: my body spoke." Sharmila, participant 2020
"A playful way to process deeply and find entry
points into creative flow. Assisted Embodied
Souldiving!"

Join us on the Writing from the Body journey!
I look forward to connecting with you!

Eva Weaver
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